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New Mexico General Education Curriculum Course Certification Form 
 

A. Institution and Course Information 
Name of Institution New Mexico State University 

Department Mathematical Sciences 

Course Number, Title, Credits MATH 192G, Calculus and Analytic Geometry II, 4cr 
     and 
MATH 192GH, Calculus and Analytic Geometry II Honors, 4cr 
MATH 192GH is an honors version of MATH 192G. Instruction in 
these two courses is not differentiated with respect to general 
education essential skills. We request that this one certification form 
serve to certify both courses. 

Co-requisite Course Number and Title, if any  

Is this application for your system (ENMU, 
NMSU, & UNM)? 

Yes 

Name and Title of Contact Person Mary Ballyk, Associate Professor 

Email and Phone Number of Contact Person mballyk@nmsu.edu 575-646-6270 

 
Was this course previously part of the general education curriculum? 

�  Yes   �  No 
 
This course will fulfill general education requirements for (check all that apply): 

�  AA/AS/BA/BS  �  AAS 
  

B. Content Area and Essential Skills 
To which content area should this course be added? Indicate “Other” if the course is not associated with one of the six 
NM General Education content areas. 

� Communications  � Mathematics  � Science  � Social & Behavioral Sciences 

� Humanities   � Creative & Fine Arts   � Other 
 
Which essential skills will be addressed? 

� Communication  � Critical Thinking � Information & Digital Literacy 
� Quantitative Reasoning  � Personal & Social Responsibility 

 

C. Learning Outcomes 
This course follows the CCNS SLOs for  

MATH 1521, Calculus and Analytic Geometry II 
 



List all learning outcomes that are shared between course sections at your institution. 

Common Course Student Learning Outcomes (find Common Course SLOs at: 
http://www.hed.state.nm.us/programs/request-a-change-to-the-nmccns.aspx)  

Student Learning Outcomes 
1. Recognize the interplay between Riemann sums and definite integrals 
2. Use the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus to compute definite and indefinite integrals 
3. Demonstrate an understand of the relationship between the derivative and the definite integral 
4. Evaluate integrals numerically using standard rules (midpoint, trapezoid, Simpson’s) 
5. Evaluate integrals analytically using standard methods (substitution, integration by parts, trigonometric 

substitution and identities, inverse functions and partial fractions 
6. Use integration to solve problems in geometry, physics, science, engineering and other fields 
7. Use appropriate methods such as L’H!!̂pital’s Rule to evaluate improper integrals 
8. Approximate functions using Taylor polynomials 
9. Apply standard tests to determine convergence or divergence of sequences and series 
10. Find a power series representation for a function and determine where it converges 
11. Identify and evaluate first order differential equations 

 

 

Institution-specific Student Learning Outcomes  

      
 

D. Narrative  
Explain what students are going to do to develop the critical skills (selected above) and how you will assess their 

learning? 
 

Communication. Genre and Medium Awareness, Application and Versatility; Strategies for Understanding and 
Evaluating Messages; and Evaluation and Production of Arguments.  
     In this course, students’ mathematical vocabulary is expanded to include language related to integrals, at the same 
time making connections to the ideas of differential calculus. A mathematical object is presented, perhaps as a graph 
or mathematical expression, and students work with both their old and new vocabularies to gain an understanding of 
that object. In particular, the relationship between the derivative and the definite integral is an important one (SLO 3). 
Problem 1 provides an example. Students are given the graph of a function (the derivative) and are asked to consider 
the function A(x) obtained as its definite integral from zero to x. In addition to an understanding the integral as an 
area, the student must draw upon the vocabulary of differential calculus (increasing/decreasing, concavity), and 
understand the interplay between all of these notions in order to determine the graphical nature of A(x). Sequences 
and series are also new constructs in this course, and students work to connect rather complicated mathematical 
expressions with new terms like convergent and divergent.   
     These skills will be assessed throughout the course as the students’ mathematical vocabulary is expanded, on 
homework, quizzes, and exams. In all such work, students are required to provide detailed solutions using proper 
notation. In weekly labs, students work in pairs, and so have an opportunity to share with one another the skills and 
knowledge they have developed as they solve complex problems. 

 
Critical Thinking. Problem Setting; Evidence Acquisition; Evidence Evaluation; and Reasoning/Conclusion 
     In an applied problem, students must gather information from the description of the problem in order to identify 
the quantity to be determined as well as a technique to find it. They will then assign variables, determine a 
relationship between those variables, and solve the problem. Once a solution is obtained, they must then reinterpret 
it in terms of the original application. Problem 2, related to SLO 6, is a particularly nice example. In this problem, 



students are asked to solve two related application problems and then compare the two answers to understand why 
they are the same.  
     As another example, once a student has learned the various tests for convergence and divergence of a series, this 
knowledge can be used to hone critical thinking skills. Problem 5, related to SLO 9, provides an instance of a related 
homework problem. Students are given several series and asked to choose from among five possible tests to 
determine the convergence of each. They must acquire data (evidence) regarding the behavior of each series, 
evaluate each test to determine its applicability, and then verify the behavior using the chosen test.  
     These skills will be assessed throughout the course, on homework, quizzes, and exams. In weekly labs, students 
work in pairs, and so have an opportunity to evaluate the input of their partner at all points in the solution of a 
complicated problem. 

 
Quantitative Reasoning. Communication/Representation of Quantitative Information; Analysis of Quantitative 
Arguments; and Application of Quantitative Models  
     Students are given quantitative information in the context of a word problem and must use this information to find 
a solution. Here they must interpret the question mathematically, find a relationship between the problem variables, 
and set up a corresponding computation. The feasibility of the answer can be assessed in a variety of ways depending 
on the problem context. Problems 3-4, related to SLO 6, provide an example of such a problem; students must use an 
integration technique to find the volume of a cone. This is a geometry application, and the answer can be analyzed 
using a known formula. The science application in Problem 4 builds on the experience of Problem3; students are 
asked to calculate the work required to pump water from a cone-shaped tank.  
     These skills will be assessed throughout the course, on labs, quizzes, the exams, etc. In weekly labs, students work 
in pairs, and so have an opportunity to formulate and defend their own quantitative arguments as well as analyze 
those of their partner. 

 
Personal & Social Responsibility. Intercultural reasoning and intercultural competence; Sustainability and the 
natural and human worlds; Ethical reasoning; Collaboration skills, teamwork and value systems; and Civic discourse, 
civic knowledge and engagement – local and global  
In this box, provide a narrative that explains how the proposed course addresses the outcomes of the third essential 
skill. 200 – 300 words. 

 
Information & Digital Literacy. Authority and Value of Information; Digital Literacy; Information Structure; and 
Research as Inquiry 
In this box, provide a narrative that explains how the proposed course addresses the outcomes of the third essential 
skill. 200 – 300 words. 

 
E. Supporting Documents 
� Sample Course Rubric Attached (recommended)  � Sample Assessment Attached (required) 
 

F. Assessment Plan (Must be on file with HED by August 1, 2019) 
Link to Institution’s General Education Assessment Plan Click here to enter text. 

 

This course meets institutional standards for general education. 

 
_____________________________________________   _____________________________ 



Signature of Chief Academic Officer     Date 

 

 

HED Internal Use Only 

Presented to NMCC on ______________________________ 
Date 

�Approved �Denied   

If denied, rationale: 

 

Institution Notified on _________________________________ 
   Date 

 

 



Sample Problems

Problem 1

The graph of a function f(t) is shown below. Let A(x) =

Z x

0

f(t) dt

f(t)

t
321

(a) Where is A(x) increasing? decreasing? Explain your answers in terms of both area (A as the

area under f) and derivatives (f as the derivative of A).

(b) Give the location of any local maxima, minima of A(x). Explain your answers in terms of both

area (A as the area under f) and derivatives (f as the derivative of A).

(c) Where is A(x) concave up? concave down?

(d) Give the location of any inflection points of A(x).

(e) Sketch A(x).

Problem 2

(a) A 50 ft long rope weighs 1/2 lb/ft and hangs over the side of a building. How much work is

done in pulling the rope to the top of the building?

(b) The same 50 ft long rope lies coiled on the ground. How much work is required to pull it up 50

ft so that the bottom just touches the ground?

(c) Compare your answers. Do they make sense? Explain.

Problem 3

A conical tank has radius 1 m at the top and is 5 m tall. Use slices to find its volume and compare

your answer with what you know about the volume of a cone.

Problem 4

A conical tank has radius 1 m at the top and is 5 m tall. It is full with water. Calculate the work

required to pump all of the water out of a full tank.



Problem 5

Use the comparison test, limit comparison test, ratio test, or root test, to determine convergence of

the following series.
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